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Many students at the University of 
Puget Sound remember orientation 
as the strange and transitional time 
in their college experience where they 
developed friendships, got lost on 
campus and maybe tipped over a canoe 
during Passages. Alternatively, some 
may also remember a time that was 
harsh and confusing, with conflicting 
social groups and a general anxiety 
for their future in a new environment. 
These two realities are in direct opposition 
to one another, making the first weeks 
of arriving on campus either incredibly 
affirming or incredibly alienating. In hopes 
of making the process more cohesive 
and successful for everyone involved, 
incoming student orientation is shifting. 
Orientation for college has always had the 
goal of being an “introduction” to the rest 
of the next four years, or, at the very least, a 
way to induct newcomers into a culture that 
they haven’t yet been exposed to. Indeed, 
coming into a new community as vast 
as a college campus is very intimidating, 
and the struggles that can arise are varied 
and nuanced. Stemming from this, 
orientation at the University of Puget 
Sound has always had three main goals: 
to challenge, to comfort and to connect.
 According to Marta Cady, Associate 
Dean of Students and Director of 
New Student Orientation, these 
goals will still be the framework of 
orientation during the shift. 
 “It is meant so that you are intellectually 
challenged, that you are comforted in terms 
of meeting peer groups as well as meeting 
upper class leaders, and that you are 
connected to the resources that the college 
offers, as well as connected to Tacoma. I 
don’t really see those changing,” Cady said.
The plans for the shift have been 
discussed in rough terms since 2013. The 
decisions come from a long history of past 
orientation experiences from both leaders 
and students, as well as research on the topic. 
The docket for modifications to the 
program is extensive, and includes the 
ending of “maroon and white” groups, 
a shortening of the overall time frame, 
more immersive community engagement, 
and a “bookend experience” lead by 
a faculty member, according to Greg 
Shipman, Orientation Program Manager/
Office Manager and alumnus of the 
University of Puget Sound. The bookend 
experience is to tie together the experience 
of orientation with the academic 
component to better prepare students 
for the academic work in college life. 
“Our old program, what we’ve been 
saying is, it’s not broken, in any sense, 
and we are trying to be very clear about 
that. We’re just trying to stay ahead 
of the curve and make sure that we’re 
transitioning as our student population 
needs us to transition,” Shipman said.
One of the more controversial aspects of 
the shift is the changing of the “perspectives, 
preludes and passages” portion of the week. 
In the past, orientation was divided into 
these three groups, and they roughly 
had the ideas of community s e r v i c e 
and engagement, academic introductions 
and outdoor community-building. 
This program is loved by many, and seen 
by some as integral to the experience of 
orientation at the University of Puget Sound.
In its place will be a decision between 
the normal backpacking, canoeing 
and day hiking options, as well as 
intensive community and intellectual 
engagement, such as art museums 
and a creative writing seminar.
Orientation is an event that directly affects 
the entire campus community. In addition 
to the many new students involved, many 
student leaders over time have become 
deeply embedded in the project. According 
to Marta Cady, planning for orientation 
usually starts almost an entire calendar 
year before the event actually occurs.
“It was a lot of responsibility, but it was 
worth it for the goals of it,” Emily Laliotis, 
a student coordinator for orientation, said.
 “Over the summer, it was a lot of logistical 
stuff, but also imagining programs, trying 
to be the most intentional that we could be, 
both for the new students and also for our 
leaders. And then, once everyone got here, 
that’s the payoff. Getting to spend five days 
with our leaders, training them, but also 
just watching them get to know each other 
and really grow very close,” Laliotis said.
In the end, this will be a situation of 
trying something new and seeing how it 
goes. Over this last summer, there were 
meetings across university departments 
regarding input for the changes. The 
orientation staff is open to further 
discussion and questions on the shifts, 
and already has had three info sessions 
in September regarding the changes. 
“If students want to talk, we would be 
happy to get together with them and talk 
about what is changing, what they want 
to make sure is heard in the process,” 
Shipman said. This shift is not one that 
orientation coordinators take lightly, and 
there is a high awareness and recognition 
of the traditions and invaluable 
experiences that many have held. 
“As I thought about orientation 2017 
knowing that we were doing this shifting 
for 2018, I think what was remarkable for 
me was that this program is so phenomenal, 
and it felt that way for 2017 and I am 
looking forward to it feeling that way for 
2018 even with these shifts,” Cady said. 
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The following is a summary of incidents 
reported to Security Services occurring 
on campus between October 24, 2017 and 
October 30, 2017:
    A visitor to campus reported her vehicle 
was broken into and personal property was 
stolen. The vehicle was parked in front of 
a university residence on the South side of 
campus.    
  Security responded to two incidents of 
misuse of alcohol. One was in an academic 
building and the other in a residence hall. 
 
Crime Prevention
Crime prevention is a community 
responsibility.  Please do your part to keep 
the campus safe.  Security staff work 24/7 
and are available to assist you.  Always 
report suspicious activity immediately 
to Security Services (253.879.331). Be 
mindful of your safety and security by 
using our 24-hour safety escort program 
and by keeping belongings secured.  The 
use of a U-bolt style lock to secure bicycles 
is highly recommended. Contact a member 
of our team if you have questions or 
concerns about campus safety.  We are here 
to serve you.
S E C U R I T Y  U P D A T E S
University holds talk on Puyallup sovereignty
What’s Up in ASUPS Senate?
trailnews@pugetsound.edu
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By Katie Handick
By Keely Coxwell
 Senate registered a new club this week called 
REAL club, short for Real Expression Art 
Lounge. This club is a devoted space for art 
expression, conversations and performances 
by spoken word artists, visual artists, etc. in 
the hopes of providing a creative outlet and 
community for students at Puget Sound. Look 
forward to some exciting events coming up 
soon from this club! The fall Senate Retreat 
was held this weekend as well. New senators 
learn the ropes, old senators reflect on work 
that was done during the previous term and 
goals are set for the term to come. This year, 
Senate is more focused than ever on improving 
our relationship with our clubs, club sports 
and constituents. Senators are committed to 
supporting more athletes at games (hopefully 
with many punny signs) and clubs by coming 
more frequently to events, and they couldn’t be 
more excited! 
  “Often within a dominant United States society there 
is a thought that Native Americans are people of the 
past, that they really represent something backward-
looking,” Doug Sackman said. “They are not only a 
people of the past; they are of the present and have 
some lessons [and] perspectives that are helpful.”
According to the University of Puget Sound 
website, Sackman is history professor who 
focuses on environmental, Native American, 
Western and Pacific Northwestern history.
 “In a world of untruths and confusing realities 
walking in autumn is universally objectively perfect,” 
Danica Sterud Miller said. Miller is a professor 
of American Indian Studies at the University of 
Washington and a member of the Puyallup tribe.
 On Monday, Oct. 23, Miller gave a talk in Wyatt 109 
to about 30 people as the last talk in a three-talk series 
on Native American writers and scholars. She spoke 
on the the power and identity of the Puyallup people.
 “I really wanted to have her voice on campus 
... to hear her as a scholar and also really wanted 
to build more understanding and relationships 
with the Puyallup people,” Sackman said.
 “I always think it’s interesting to hear history from a 
different perspective rather than the traditional white 
narrative that is taught in schools,” Kara Ashpole ‘21 said.
 Miller opened the talk by discussing the specific 
challenges with colonists that the Puyallup people faced.
 “For the Puyallup, we are a clan people. We were small 
groups of people with hunting and fishing rights who have 
very specific responsibilities and land lordships along the 
Puyallup river,” Miller said. “The colonists didn’t know 
who they were dealing with. The Puyallup were small 
bands of people, which is different from the tribes in 
the east which had more centralized governments that 
were similar to governments that the colonists knew.
 “The name Puyallup basically means ‘people who 
are generous,’ and generous not only in the sense 
of welcoming but also sharing ideas about how to 
live in a place,” Sackman said. “I see Puyallup at 
the forefront of some local environmental issues.”
 Miller’s talk largely looked at how the Puyallup used 
and currently define sovereignty by going through 
the history of the Puyallup from colonization to now.
 “By 1911, Puyallup land was almost entirely 
sold through a type of performance of selling,” 
Miller said. “We have so many records of titles 
being sold to the reservation agent’s cousin. It 
was such a manipulation of their role and showed 
how little the Puyallup actually owned their land.
 “In    the  1950s  things  got more racist, or more 
dangerously so,” Miller said. “Puyallup started 
getting arrests for fishing. They would be beaten, 
they were having their nets torn, they were just 
feeding their families in the best way they knew 
how. These ‘fish wars’ went on for 10 years.”
 The fish wars turned into activism, “as everything 
did in the 60s,” Miller said. Marlon Brando came to 
Washington to be arrested for fishing with Puyallup to 
show his support and draw media attention to the protests.
 “Regaining the right to fish was more than 
just kind of a pastime because of the role of 
salmon culturally and economically to the 
Puyallup people and others,” Sackman said.
 “In US v. Washington, the federal government, 
on behalf of the tribes, sued Washington state for 
their fighting treaty rights. The Boldt decision [in 
1974] determined that 50 percent of the catch 
would go to the tribes,” Miller said. “This was a 
really big deal but the state basically said, ‘absolutely 
not.’ They refused to enact what Judge Boldt ruled.
 “The Puyallup were able to manipulate this 
Western construction of sovereignty to then 
advance their ancestral ownership,” Miller said.
 “Sovereignty technically means the ability of a people 
to govern themselves, and our United States legal system 
recognized Native groups as sovereign entities, so there is 
kind of a technical and political sense to it, but there is a 
cultural sense to it as well, regaining power and standing,” 
Sackman said. “I would say that the groups have been 
working really hard at that; they’ve kept things alive.”
 Miller closed the talk with a discussion on 
the revitalization of the Lushootseed language.
 “Part of the context of this is there were United 
States government programs that worked very 
hard to stamp out Native languages in the 19th 
and 20th centuries ... and promote 100 percent 
assimilation. Since the 1970s you have seen a re-
attempt to bring those languages back and make them 
open to more and more speakers,” Sackman said.
 “Up until this point the only Lushootseed immersion 
was down at University of Oregon, which was 
problematic for a lot of Puyallup speakers; they can’t 
just go to Eugene for two weeks,” Miller said. “Set up 
something similar at University of Washington, Tacoma.”
 “One of my cousins who never spoke [Lushootseed] 
before by day five [of the program at University of 
Washington, Tacoma] just started weeping and he 
said, ‘I just can’t believe what I lost but I can’t believe 
what I am gaining now,’” Miller said. “Language 
revitalization becomes a part of decolonization, 
becomes a part of taking back and healing.” 
 “I really liked how they [placed] Lushootseed in 
a modern context,” Ashpole said. “They teach them 
how to text and use modern terms but translated.”
Miller  kept   the talk   light  by adding  in 
humor when possible  through   stories,  some 
of which  focused  on her father Bill Sterud, 
who is the Chairman of the Tribal Council.
 “If you step back and look at it and consider that 
the Puyallup and their ancestors have been in this 
place for at least 5,000 years and are still here now 
and are taking active leadership that maybe the rest of 
us should pay some attention to that,” Sackman said. 
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Correction: It was brought to the attention of The Trail that a 
statement in a Features article published Oct. 13 was incorrect. “Puget 
Sound junior celebrates completion of her second interactive art piece” 
stated that Munic received $2,000 from Union Board to execute her 
chalkboard mural; however, she actually was granted her full ask of $400.
 On Saturday, Oct. 21, President Isiaah 
Crawford sent an email to the campus 
community asking for nominations for 
honorary degree candidates for 2018. 
Honorary degrees are an important part 
of how a university or college operates 
in the world. 
 “Honorary degrees underscore the 
values and aspirations of a college and 
bring honor and occasionally notoriety 
to the college by virtue of association. 
More important, the honorary degree 
honors the recipient and recognizes that 
education is a community enterprise 
and does not happen only within the 
university setting,” Liz Collins, Board 
Secretary, said.
  The email to campus noted the 
necessary characteristics of an honorary 
degree recipient, namely “notable 
academic reputation” and “record 
of outstanding contributions to the 
betterment of the regional, national or 
global community through one of the 
main areas of public life such as business, 
government, education, public service, 
science, the arts or religion.”
 One past honorary degree recipient 
was Georgiana Kautz, the Natural 
Resource Manager for the Nisqually 
Indian Tribe. Kautz was one of three 
degree recipients for 2017. The other 
two recipients were Timothy Egan, a 
writer, and Fred D. Gray, a civil rights 
attorney. In 2016, a degree was awarded 
to Carla Santorno, the Superintendent 
of the Tacoma Public Schools.
 “Last year’s presentation to Georgiana 
Kautz, a leader of the Nisqually people 
and natural resources manager for the 
Nisqually Tribe, recognized her lifetime 
of teaching and stewardship of the 
environment,” Collins said.
 Honorary degree recipients are chosen 
by a committee that is representative of 
the Puget Sound campus. The committee 
is governed by a series of rules and 
regulations, the documentation of which 
is available on the University website.
 “The Committee shall consist of the 
Dean of the University (ex officio), 
two appointed faculty members, two 
trustees, two students and two alumni,” 
the document reads.
 The individuals receiving these 
degrees did not actually complete their 
education here at Puget Sound, so the 
degree given is different than a degree 
that a undergraduate or graduate student 
would receive from the University. It is 
more of an honor recognizing how an 
individual embodies the values of the 
University. 
 “It is important to remember that 
it is the faculty who recommend 
the curriculum and requirements 
for graduation and who present all 
candidates for graduation. The faculty’s 
endorsement of honorary degree 
candidates via the Faculty Senate 
affirms the centrality of the faculty to 
the mission of the University and the 
qualities of our graduates, whether 
earned or honorary,” Collins said.
 In the email to campus, President 
Crawford discussed the fact that the 
person chosen should embody the 
mission statement of the University. This 
is the key piece of this whole process. The 
individuals in charge of choosing who 
ultimately receives this honor consider 
how they line up with the values of our 
University to be very important.
 “In any given year, the candidates will 
be emblematic of specific aspects of 
Puget Sound’s mission, and occasionally 
of very current events,” Collins said.
 “While the committee does not 
overtly seek a theme for a given year, it 
seems to happen that there is a thread of 
connection — again, all going back to 
the mission of the college — in engaged 
citizenship, in achievement, in lifelong 
learning, in making the world a better 
place.”
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 Doughnuts greeted students as they walked through the door 
of McIntyre 307 on Oct. 24 for “Logger Life Hacks: Housing 
101.”
 “Logger Life Hacks” is an informational series of presentations 
and panels hosted by the 2018 cohort of the Leadership 
Development and Engagement Initiative (LDEI).  Transitioning 
from a student life to an adult life can be difficult, and there are 
some things that a student wouldn’t be exposed to through the 
average collegiate education. 
 “This came to be thinking about students being prepared for 
graduation and what comes after graduation,” senior Hannah 
Borgerson said. “Kind of adulting in studenthood.”  
 Many students attended this event, seeking advice about the 
next steps in their lives.  “I wanted more information about living 
off-campus and the resources available,” sophomore Veronica 
Lewis said.
 The talk started with a presentation by Borgerson, which was 
followed by a panel discussion with Moe Stevens, Chris Porter 
and Nick Rothbacher. 
 The session was full of advice from the panelists. 
 A lot of advice focused around knowing rights as a renter, and 
the responsibilities of the landlords. The rights of Washington 
renters can be found at the website of the Tenants Union. 
“Get everything in writing, and know what your rights are,” 
Moe Stevens, Director of Greek Life & Leadership and local 
landlord, said.  
 Another point made was about subletting. Some landlords 
don’t allow subletting, but it still may happen under the table. 
Always be sure to make sure subletting is allowed under contract, 
or there could be legal consequences. 
 If a law is broken by the renters of a house, the landlord can 
evict them with only three days notice. This could happen by 
police being called on a party, so it’s good to let neighbors know 
when a party is happening.  The panel suggested giving contact 
information to neighbors may prevent this as they could then call 
the renters before the police. 
 When signing a lease, photographing damages and ensuring 
all equipment and appliances are in working condition before 
moving in is a good way to avoid problems later on.  If there is 
unfamiliar equipment, such as sprinkler or air filtration systems, 
be sure to know how to operate them. 
 Be mindful and respectful of neighbors, especially if the house 
being rented is in a college area. There is a good chance that other 
students or faculty and staff may live nearby. 
 Renter’s insurance was also highly recommended by the 
panelists.  Theft is always a possibility, and this insurance covers 
property loss. Some landlords require renters to have insurance. 
Some policies extend to dependents, so the policy of a parent may 
cover a student. 
 There are some red flags to watch out for in landlords. Not 
giving a receipt for a security deposit, pressuring renters to sign 
quickly and claiming an inspection is not needed are among 
common things to look out for.
Word of mouth is often an easy way to find a house to rent, 
and comes with the benefit of some knowledge of the landlords. 
Online resources are also a good place to find houses to rent. 
Zillow, Craigslist and Padmapper are some sites to consider. 
Renting off-campus comes with a lot of freedoms, but also a lot 
of considerations, so be sure to take time in weighing the options. 
“Stuff that you haven’t had to think about before, you have to 
think about now,” Stevens said. 
There will be two more sessions of “Logger Life Hacks,” one 
regarding finances on Nov. 7, and one regarding job skills on Nov. 
14. Both presentations will be at 7 p.m. in McIntyre 307. 
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“Logger Life Hacks” series provides housing 
advice to students
University searches for 2018 Honorary Degree 
recipient
trailnews@pugetsound.edu
November 3, 2017
By Marcelle Rutherfurd
By Andrew Izzo
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CW: Sexual assault, misogyny
CW: Discussion of anti-Semitism, white supremacy, violence
Dear Puget Sound community members, 
It is with a heavy heart that I, once again, write to the campus community regarding 
our failures in supporting and protecting each other.  In yet another email from campus 
administration regarding anti-Semitic incidents at Puget Sound on Oct. 18, President 
Crawford stated that “these acts are unacceptable and an affront to our entire university 
community,” but our university community as a whole has yet to take action against this 
problem.
Let me be clear: anti-Semitism  — and bigotry in general — is not something that just 
happens. These behaviors are a result of a long legacy of white supremacy in this country; 
they are intentional and they come from a place of discrimination. It does not matter if 
someone within or outside of our community is behind these instances of discrimination, 
the white supremacist presence on this campus is showing itself very clearly and we have a 
responsibility to do something about it.
My fear is that our failure to address the issue of anti-Semitism, racism, sexism, and all of 
the other things that happen on our campus comes from a mindset of exceptionalism. We 
think we are so different from other schools, that our Greek Life is better because it isn’t 
like other Greek systems, and that our Puget Sound education makes us smarter and more 
progressive than faith and religious traditions. But, no matter how pretty our campus is or 
how nice people seem to be, our campus and community does not stop us from committing 
acts of violence towards each other or allowing this acts to be done to us. We have yet to 
show that we are better — that we are exceptional — and the idea that we are different from 
the rest of the country is far from true.
In April of 2017, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) reported an 86-percent surge in 
anti-Semitic behavior in the first quarter of 2017, which comes on top of a 34-percent 
“year-over-year increase in incidents” from 2015. This national increase has translated into 
education as well, with more reports from both K-12 schools and institutions of higher 
education.
“Schools are a microcosm of the country,” ADL CEO Jonathan A. Greenblatt said in 
the ADL report. “Children absorb messages from their parents and the media, and bring 
them into their schools and playgrounds. We are very concerned the next generation is 
internalizing messages of intolerance and bigotry.”
Unfortunately, this type of anti-Semitic behavior is not new to Tacoma, either. A collection 
of archives at the University of Kansas contains materials dating from 1920 to 1936, which 
include letters from Ku Klux Klan (KKK) members in Pierce County, membership guides, 
pamphlets, photos of a KKK parade float and “a Klan hood from Tacoma, Washington.”
The Southern Poverty Law Center also lists a number of white supremacist organizations 
currently operating in Washington State, including a Klan headquarters in Vancouver, and 
anti-Muslim, White Nationalist and Neo-Nazi movements in Seattle.
While we may feel like we exist in our own little bubble, the reality of violence on this 
campus is becoming more and more difficult to ignore or sweep under the rug. It is no 
longer acceptable for community members to be uninformed, uninvolved or expect the 
people that these violent acts are directly hurting to fix it for us.
We must realize that there are students here that feel unsafe on this campus, and that this 
is not a new phenomenon. We, as a community, need to shut down the white supremacy 
that is threatening our well-being.
As I said before, discrimination does not happen on accident. The anti-Semitic behavior 
that we have seen on this campus is dangerous, and it is imperative that we understand 
it this way. The first step is educating yourself on the legacy of discrimination the United 
States and in your communities.
“The majority of anti-Semitic acts are not carried out by organized extremists, as the bomb 
threats in 2017 demonstrate,” Oren Segal, the Director of the ADL Center on Extremism, 
said. “Anti-Semitism is not the sole domain of any one group, and needs to be challenged 
wherever and whenever it arises.”
Sincerely, 
Ella Frazer
Opinions Editor
In response to Harvey Weinstein 
Another man in power outed as an assaulter, and another 
shrug from America’s men. 
“Harvey Weinstein Paid Off Sexual Harassment Accusers 
for Decades,” the New York Times headline from Oct. 5 
read. Details of Weinstein’s extensive history of harassment 
and sexual assault were published for the first time that 
day, but the exploitation from Weinstein and Hollywood 
as an industry are no secret.
Let’s make two things very clear: first, Weinstein 
is not nearly the first (or last) man in the television 
industry to take advantage of women. Second, the men 
of Hollywood have been complicit in their industry’s 
abuse for as long as it has been happening. 
A recent “Good Morning America” segment featured 
Matt Damon and George Clooney, two stars who 
worked closely with Weinstein in the 1990s. “Now 
they’re coming to terms with the dark and twisted 
reality of their former mentor,” the interviewer said as 
the camera focused on the two men.
Coming to terms? Spare me the pity for these poor 
naive men who had no idea that their colleague was 
doing anything inappropriate. 
“I knew he was a womanizer, you know; I wouldn’t 
want to be married to the guy. … But, like, it’s not 
my business, really,” Damon said, as if knowing that 
Weinstein cheated on his wife with vulnerable women 
is not the same as knowing he was a manipulative user 
of women.
When the interviewer remarked on how Weinstein’s 
behavior was seen as a kind of open secret in Hollywood, 
Damon responded defensively. “He didn’t do it out in 
the open. If there was ever an event or something that I 
was at in public with Harvey and he was doing this kind 
of thing, and I missed it, and there’s some woman who 
was somehow assaulted and, you know, it was at the 
Golden Globes or something like that, and I somehow 
missed it, then I’m sorry.” 
So, the only thing Damon could possibly bear guilt for 
would be if one of Weinstein’s victims had been assaulted at 
an awards show at which Damon was present? Never mind 
that he has known about Weinstein’s assault of Damon’s 
colleague Gwyneth Paltrow since the 90s, or that stars like 
Courtney Love and Seth MacFarlane made allusions to 
Weinstein’s reputation in the 2000s, or that shows like 30 
Rock have made jokes about Weinstein being an assaulter 
in several different episodes. 
Damon didn’t know; it wasn’t “out in the open,” so get off 
his back, everybody. 
I suppose Damon and his male colleagues were also shocked 
to hear the news of over five other celebrities outed this 
month as sexual harassers and assaulters. More than three 
dozen survivors have come forward about experiences with 
Weinstein alone, and dozens more about the newly accused, 
including celebrity chef John Besh and photographer Terry 
Richardson.
Yet male stars expect us to believe that none of them were 
in on it? 
Unfortunately, the generally defensive (or completely 
silent) response by men to the Weinstein scandal extends 
far beyond Hollywood. 
In the weeks following the news of Weinstein, all kinds 
of women spoke out in all kinds of ways. Mayim Bialik’s 
modesty-prevents-assault “New York Times” article and the 
“Me Too” campaign are just two of several such responses 
from women, and they both received ample criticism. 
I agree with a lot of what people had to say about them 
both; Bialik’s article oversimplifies women as either 
brainy or beautiful, and implies a preventability of 
assault that is insulting. “Me Too” makes women 
who are survivors of assault feel obligated to share 
traumatic experiences, and those who do share must 
relive it for all of cyber-space to see. 
But focusing on the shortcomings of these women’s 
responses seems far less important than calling out 
the male responses to Weinstein. I was disheartened 
to find that the few men whose reactions I did 
see on Facebook seemed intent only on shirking 
responsibility. 
I saw countless women admit to being victims and 
survivors, but no men come forward as perpetrators 
of assault, or even as participants in a system that 
oppresses and hurts women. 
Instead, I saw bragging posts about pride in never 
hurting a woman, or sadness that there are “bad men” 
who do these kinds of things.
News flash to defensive men, famous or not: 
desperately distancing yourself from men like 
Weinstein helps far less than acknowledging your 
connection to assault. The idea that only bad men 
assault women, so you, a good man, are relieved of all 
guilt and responsibility, is preposterous. 
All men participate in and perpetuate this country’s 
patriarchy, and that system is what harms women and 
leads to assault. However uncomfortable it may be for 
you to hear it, you are all guilty to some extent, and it’s 
time to fess up. 
Every time you have refused to call out the 
inappropriate behavior of other men, denied your 
own sexism, or failed to listen to women, you have been an 
accomplice in the work of Weinstein and others. 
To all the Matt Damons of this country: not being a 
perpetrator of assault does not relieve you of responsibility, 
and it certainly does not make you an outstanding person. 
Accept your role in a system of violence, and change that 
system. I look forward to more honest and productive 
responses to issues of assault against women from America’s 
men.
By Sarah Buchlaw
Letter from the Opinions Editor
Buying sex toys can be scary. When I sheepishly 
ordered my first vibrator online from Target, it was 
marketed for muscle pains, and I paid with a grad 
party gift card so the transaction couldn’t be traced. 
Three years and lots of sex-positivity later, here’s 
what I wish I’d known.
            Tacoma boasts three sex shops within its 
city limits, and they’re all conveniently located off 
I-5 South. They carry a variety of toys, lubricants, 
lingerie, bondage wares and novelty items. I 
interviewed managers at both Hustler Hollywood 
and Castle Megastore about their budget best-
sellers.
            Castle Megastore, located on Tacoma Mall 
Boulevard, is a brightly lit, high-ceilinged building 
with a wide selection in terms of both price and 
interest. I spoke with the Assistant Manager, 
Michael Farias, about their most popular and most 
reasonably priced items.             
When asked what the most affordable best-
selling toys were, Michael pointed me towards 
the Water Willy, a 7.5-inch purple vibrating jelly 
dildo that retails for $38.99. He also showed me 
the Neon Vibe ($14.99) and the slightly more 
expensive Rocks Off Bullet Vibrator ($39.99). For 
long-distance partners, the Bullet has Bluetooth 
compatibility, which lets your cutie control it from 
their phone, if you both desire. As for as lubricants, 
he recommended the Jo line, which offers both 
water-based ($10.99 for 2.5 oz), and silicone-based 
($18.99 for 2.5 oz.) options. 
In addition to toys, many of Castle’s BDSM 
products (handcuffs, ball-gags, etc.) are produced 
for the store specifically, which allows them to offer 
a lower price. If you’re curious about bondage, but 
don’t know where to start, they also offer starter 
sets that come with any variety of cuffs, blindfolds 
and gags. If you already know what you’re looking 
for, they have lots of rope, tape and individual items 
for sale.
            Hustler Hollywood is also located off I-5 on 
South Hosmer Street. The stores branched from the 
popular magazine in 1998, and now have locations 
across the United States. They carry a variety of 
toys, outfits, gear and erotica, including their own 
Hustler-brand items. Unlike Castle, however, their 
items are considered a more luxury line and cost 
more than the toys Kyla, the manager, recommended 
to me. Their most popular and affordable vibrator, 
in her opinion, was the Sensuelle Joie 15 Function 
Bullet, at $40. She described it as powerful and 
rechargeable, which is a rare find under $50. The 
Au Naturel line of dildos all run under $50, and 
come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Kyla also 
cited the Screaming O Wow Vibrating Cock Ring 
($19.99) which comes with a removable vibrating 
bullet.
    Whether you’re investing for yourself, a friend 
or with a partner, these stores will help you find 
what you didn’t know you needed. They’re both 
accessible by bus, if wheels are the issue, and the 
staff was exceedingly kind and helpful at both stores. 
Had I known these stores were as approachable and 
unintimidating three years ago, I might not have 
had to deal with all those fake muscle pains. 
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Queer:
By Meghan Rogers
The word “queer” is a term that is commonly 
used in academic and social spaces to be 
representative of all LGBTQ+ identities, but 
it carries with it a heavy politicization that 
not everyone is comfortable with. Reasonings 
behind this will be different for everyone, 
but it is important not to assume that 
everyone will be comfortable with its usage.
    According to the Gay & Lesbian Alliance 
Against Defamation (GLAAD), “queer” is “an 
adjective used by some people, particularly 
younger people, whose sexual orientation is 
not exclusively heterosexual.” “Not exclusively 
heterosexual” is broad, and this ambiguity is 
often crucial to reasoning for choosing whether 
or not to use the term. I personally choose to 
identify as queer because of this ambiguity, 
as I feel it allows for f luidity of both gender 
and sexuality. Most sexualities are based 
around gender — your own and your partner’s. 
For instance, if you are gay, it is assumed to 
mean that you are a man that is interested 
exclusively in other men. But this implies 
certain parameters on who is def ined as a man. 
    “I think everything in the United States 
and Western culture in general is all about 
labelling things,” Jae Bates (‘18) said. “Even 
with diet here, it ’s like, ‘I AM a vegan’ or ‘I 
AM a vegetarian’ rather than being like, 
‘I happen to eat mostly not meat.’ ... I think 
everything is very about clear distinct identity 
instead of allowing you to do whatever it is that 
you do. And I think the word ‘queer’ allows 
people to just do them because I think that 
‘queer’ is such an unclear word that it leaves 
way more space for you. ‘Queer’ allows much 
more room for acknowledging and allowing for 
queer and nonbinary people when you date.”
Sexual identity terms can be restrictive of 
identities that do not fall within the binary, 
as well as restricting experimentation or 
deviation. As Bates discusses, someone may 
identify mostly as gay with some deviation 
just for the ease of explaining to others, but 
this causes guilt or negativity if they want 
to stray from it. For this reason, ‘queer’ does 
allow for wiggle room due to its vagueness.
However, queer has historical roots in 
being a slur, and is still used as one today. 
For individuals who purposely do not use 
terminology that carries those politics or for 
people who have had negative experiences 
with the term, it can be potentially triggering 
and offensive. The intentional vagueness in 
identity as well can feel like identities are being 
glossed over or neutralized, not acknowledging 
difference between them and the separate 
struggles between each sexual identity. 
    Queer as a community has also been 
overwhelmingly white in relation to other 
LGBTQ+ communities. “I was really involved 
with the Queer Alliance for the f irst couple 
years I was here,” Bates said. “The majority 
of the off icers were queer people of color. But 
what would happen at the meetings was that 
we wanted to talk about race all the time but all 
the kids that were coming were white. So we 
kept getting all this anonymous feedback where 
people were annoyed about it and they just 
wanted to talk about queerness and not race. It 
was like you couldn’t talk about race and about 
being queer. And I got a lot of feedback from my 
friends who are queer people of color being like, 
‘Why would I go? It’s just all white people.’”
    This racialization of queerness is one 
that does go ignored, especially on a campus 
like the University of Puget Sound, whose 
racial demographics continually place 
white students in the 75 percent range, 
according to Forbes and the College Board. 
In a similar way to how queerness does 
not specify specif ic identities, dominant 
queerness has a way of disregarding race and 
the intersectionality of queer people of color.
    These are just some of the reasons why 
people may or may not choose to identify with 
the term ‘queer.’ Being aware of differences 
among the LGBTQ+ community is crucial so 
as not to make anyone uncomfortable, but also 
to be aware of all identities and the way they 
can be misrepresented under a single term.
An  umbrella term, and whom it fits
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Compassion and karma in Tibetan medicine
Denise Glover in the Sociology and 
Anthropology department gave a lecture 
hosted by the Bioethics Club on the 
concepts of compassion and karma in 
Tibetan medicine on Oct. 25.
Glover has done research in China’s 
Shangri-La province on the Tibetan 
medical industry and local knowledge of 
environment.
“Tibetan medicine, in particular, pulls a lot 
from Tibetan Buddhism,” Glover said. “So 
there are a lot of ideas that come from the 
religious tradition that are appropriated into 
the medical tradition. In fact, for a long time 
they weren’t really separate traditions at all.”
The medicinal tradition is based on 
indigenous knowledge of environment and 
written texts.
One of the most central texts is “The Four 
Tantras,” which was written mostly between 
the 11th and 12th centuries. “Doctors still 
use this,” Glover said. “It’s hard to find 
that kind of parallel in western medicine, 
for example. Who studies a text that old? 
They’re considered out of date. But in the 
Tibetan medical tradition, they’re seen as 
very central.”
Tibetan medicine uses Mahayana Buddhist 
figures as ideal images of what doctors 
should be. The Bodhisattva of Compassion, 
who are beings that could potentially reach 
enlightenment but choose to not to in order 
to help others, and the Medicine Buddha, 
who has all the knowledge of healing, are 
used in this way.
“In the medical tradition in Tibet, doctors 
are supposed to basically emulate this kind 
of being,” Glover said. “Not only do the 
doctors imagine themselves as the Medicine 
Buddha … but the patient will have to do a 
similar thing, which is to imagine the doctor 
as intricately connected to the medicine 
Buddha.”
Next, Tibetan medicine’s doctors see the 
body as a collection of three “humors.”
“These things are considered as a 
combination of a substance and an energy,” 
Glover said.
The three humors are wind, bile and 
phlegm. “Each one of these is responsible 
for a different function in the body. So, for 
example, movement: wind is responsible for 
movement in the body. Bile is responsible 
for digestion. And phlegm is responsible for 
lubrication.”
When the three humors are balanced, a 
person is considered to be healthy. But an 
imbalance can cause problems.
In addition to causing physical problems, 
the humors can cause emotional or mental 
problems. “The humor of wind is linked to 
desire. Bile is linked to hatred. And phlegm 
is linked to closed-mindedness,” Glover 
said.
All of the humors have negative emotional 
effects on people. “In fact, you could argue 
from the Tibetan medical perspective that if 
you have a body, then you are likely to end up 
with some kind of imbalance,” Glover said. 
One could have too much desire, hatred and 
closed-mindedness.
“It’s almost like a very natural thing for 
people to get sick in this medical system,” 
Glover said. “It’s kind of different than 
other medical systems that state, you know, 
the natural state is a healthy state. Yeah, 
health is natural but so is illness in Tibetan 
medicine.”
The three humors can become imbalanced 
due to physical or emotional changes. 
Additionally, past negative actions, or bad 
karma, can cause illness.
“How can you tell if you’re sick because of 
humoral imbalance or because of karma?” 
Glover asked the room. “[Karma] is used to 
explain when things are not getting better. 
Like, the doctor is trying to figure out, trying 
to treat the patient and the treatments are 
not working.”
In Western medicine, this is similar to the 
concept of an idiopathic disease.
Tibetan medicine uses a slow-acting 
treatment process which can take months 
to heal the patient. If, after three different 
treatment plans, the patient is still ill, the 
doctor will diagnose their problem as 
karmic. Tibetan medicine doctors can’t treat 
karmic problems.
If a person is ill due to a karmic problem, 
they must go to a religious monk, who will 
help them attain spiritual balance once 
more. However, when the illness is due 
to karma from a past life, it is much more 
difficult and sometimes impossible to treat, 
since one can’t go back into their past life 
and fix the problem.
“To me what’s significant about these two 
ideas in Tibetan medicine is how both of 
these concepts really stress the agency of 
the patient. The patient actually has some 
responsibility in their own illness,” Glover 
said. “And then it also stresses, of course, the 
responsibility that the practitioner has to 
have good motivation. To really be wanting 
to help the person and not, for example, to 
be making a profit.”
By Angela Cookston
Humans of Puget Sound: sharing community stories
“I’ve never wanted to stop being that kid 
who really wants to raise a middle finger to 
anybody. 
“I’m a loudmouth who thinks he’s right 
all the time. And I have no inhibitions of 
putting it out there. My biggest problem, 
to this day, is shutting up and listening. It’s 
still a struggle for me. Listening gives me 
the comfort of knowing that I’m not just a 
bullshit artist, that I’ve actually heard and 
cared enough to listen to the yays and the 
nays. 
“[This shirt] is set up so that every time I 
look in the window or look in the mirror, 
I’m reminded to turn hate into love. It’s 
everything I wish would happen on planet 
Earth. 
“Look into your heart, because you may 
be a bastard from hell and you’ll find that 
spot in your heart that’s making you be 
mean to people. 
“I don’t have any of the answers. And I 
do know that everybody who says that they 
have the answers is wrong. 
“About 50 years ago, I was riding my 
bicycle across the one and only Narrows 
Bridge; it was a beautiful summer day. I 
stopped in the middle of the bridge just 
to look at the sky and the water and the 
sun was blinding. And all of the sudden, I 
felt some electricity in both feet, the whole 
experience took about 45 seconds, and that 
electricity came up my body, when all of 
the sudden, whatever the hell it was, that 
electric jolt got to my head. Everything 
was just so much brighter, it was almost 
blinding. All of the sudden, it was a 
realization and sureness in every part of my 
body that said, ‘It’s all right.’ It came back 
down, just as it came, and I went, ‘What 
the hell was that?’
“Every once in a while, or recently when 
things got so dark, and it looked like 
people’s hearts were going cold rather 
than getting warmer, I remember that the 
number of people on planet Earth that are 
good outnumbers the number of people 
that are bad. And I know it because that 
moment told me. And even the bad people 
are good sometimes.”
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Abroad View: Reflections from students overseas
St. Petersburg captures the meaning of melancholy: grey 
weighs on the city regardless of the sun’s presence. It makes 
sense that Dublin and St. Petersburg are two cities famous 
for their depressing poetry and prose. James Joyce, an Irish 
unapologetic alcoholic genius, starving from poverty and 
going blind from a condition called “Iritis” (a very painful 
inflammation in the colored part of the eye), wrote some 
of the best prose of the twentieth century and practically 
invented the stream-of-consciousness narrative style. 
Last summer I studied in Ireland, read Joyce, and soaked 
in the deep sadness that the clouds drizzled from the sky. 
Both cities are perpetually dank and grey. I stared down 
the canals of St. Petersburg and I definitely felt the same 
melodrama that haunted me in Dublin. 
These authors actually felt sadness. Gogol, a 19th-century 
Russian author, committed suicide by starving himself to 
death because he never achieved his well-deserved fame. 
He might have starved himself because he was practicing 
asceticism and was wildly depressed (a combination that 
contributes to mass amounts of self harm). 
Starvation is not a pleasant way to die; the symptoms 
include seizures, shrinkage of the heart and lungs, swelling 
from fluid under the skin and chronic diarrhea. Gogol 
is most famous for his novel “Dead Souls,” which was 
supposed to be the first part of an adaptation of Dante’s 
“Divine Comedy.” Gogol ended up burning the second 
part to “Dead Souls” — he claimed this action was “a 
practical joke played on him by the Devil.”
This city St. Petersburg has a history of authors that were 
sent to Gulags — “corrective labor” camps established in 
Siberia under Stalin and Lenin — exiled, or banned from 
writing at all. One such person is Anna Akhmatova, who 
was forced to have friends memorize her poems line by 
line, the only copy hidden in their heads until they could 
escape Russia and publish them. I was trudging along 
the streets in my blue Patagonia raincoat on the verge of 
tears from being cold and wet while reading “The Bronze 
Horseman.” I cursed poetry and the clouds and I shifted 
my feet so they wouldn’t throb with pain. 
Russia has seen sadness and devastation. During the 
siege of Leningrad (1941-1944), St. Petersburg lost 600 
thousand people. That is more citizens to die in one war 
than all of the United States’ wars combined. In World 
War II, 20 million people died in the Soviet Union — 
soldiers as well as civilians. In the US, only 200 thousand 
died during World War II. 
Although I cannot come close to comprehending this 
mass amount of tragedy, learning about the history of St. 
Petersburg has made me realize how suffering can translate 
into art. While Gogol wastes away in his bed, skipping 
meals, starving for fame, beauty can still pulse through the 
city through his prose. 
YWCA Pierce County hosted 
“Voices of Courage” on Thursday, 
Oct. 26 at Kilworth Memorial 
Chapel on campus. 
Actors told the incredibly true 
and heartbreaking stories of four 
women who are survivors of 
domestic violence. 
The event began with Laura 
Wulf, YWCA Board President-
Elect, introducing the stories and 
the process of bringing the stories 
to life with the help of actors 
and other personnel behind the 
scenes. 
Before the stories began, What 
She Said, one of the University of 
Puget Sound’s a capella groups, 
performed “Big Girls Don’t 
Cry” by Fergie. This was the first 
year the all-upper-range-voices 
a capella group was invited to 
perform at the event. 
Samie Iverson, YWCA Associate 
Board Member, introduced 
the first story with a statistic: 
“In 2016, over 8,565 domestic 
violence incidents were reported 
in Pierce County, including six 
homicides.” Samie went on to 
state that the YWCA offers any 
resources an individual may need, 
no matter what race, gender 
identity or sexual orientation they 
are. 
The second story was introduced 
by Janice Phillips, 
YWCA Board President, 
who stated,  “In 2017, 
in a study of Domestic 
Violence Service 
Programs, 73 percent 
of advocates said that 
victims have expressed 
increased concerns 
about contacting police 
for help due to their 
immigration status.” 
She continued to talk 
about immigrants 
who are victims of 
domestic abuse and 
sexual violence and how 
they face extra barriers 
due to their possible 
differences in languages, 
among other difficulties. 
YWCA Pierce County 
tries their hardest to 
service every individual 
that reaches out for help 
by providing translators 
and other such needed 
resources. 
What She Said 
performed another 
song, “Proud Mary” by 
Creedence Clearwater 
Revival, halfway through the 
event. Miriam Barnett, YWCA 
CEO, stated how nice it was to 
have the group perform between 
the stories. “It’s a nice little break 
for the heart.”
The third story was introduced 
by YWCA board member Loren 
Cohen. Cohen, too, began with a 
statistic. “In the United States, an 
average of 20 people are physically 
abused by intimate partners every 
minute. This equates to more 
than 10 million victims annually.” 
Cohen encouraged the audience 
to be a support system for those 
who are affected, noting that 
there is a high chance everyone 
knows someone who is a victim. 
YWCA associate board member 
Claire Grubb introduced the last 
story. “On average, it takes up to 
seven attempts for a survivor to 
leave their abusive relationship for 
good.” She explained how it isn’t 
always easy to leave an abusive 
relationship, and the factors that 
go into making the decision 
such as leaving kids behind and 
endangering pets. The YWCA 
shelter offers individual spaces for 
families to heal in a private unit, 
welcoming families to bring their 
pets. 
Closing remarks were given by 
Barnett, who shared how difficult 
listening to these stories can 
be. She recognized the staff of 
YWCA and everyone that helped 
put together the event. Lastly she 
invited the actors to join her on 
stage and offered the choice of the 
survivors whose stories were told 
to stand. 
Puget Sound sophomore Ruby 
Krietzman attended the event 
with What She Said and found 
the stories to be extremely 
moving. “The event was incredibly 
powerful and opened my eyes to 
how important this issue is. At 
the end, a few of the survivors 
that had their stories shared stood 
up to be recognized. Seeing how 
strong they were and putting 
their stories to a face really left 
an impact on me. I feel lucky to 
have been part of this important 
event.”
YWCA ‘Voices of Courage’ event inspires hope, 
sparks conversation
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United States Men’s National Soccer Team faces cloudy future
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In a loss to Trinidad and Tobago, the U.S. Men’s National 
Team (USMNT) failed to qualify for the FIFA World 
Cup in 2018. It will be the first time since 1986 that the 
USMNT won’t be in the World Cup. In failing to qualify, 
the team sets back its international standing and national 
popularity.
The USMNT has been one of the least-competitive 
American soccer teams. The Women’s National Team 
(USWNT) has been a dominant force in the sport. Both 
the Under-17 and Under-20 men’s soccer teams are 
competitive. The USWNT Under-20 team finished fourth 
in the World Cup last year. Out of all national soccer teams, 
the USMNT has both the lowest floor and the lowest 
ceiling. What can be done to change it?
The first solution would be institutional overhaul. After 
failing to qualify, manager Bruce Arena resigned. Arena 
had acquired the job less than a year ago, when Jurgen 
Klinsmann was fired. Senior Nathan Otto (Portland, 
OR) believes that Arena’s resignation is not enough. Otto 
believes that “Sunil [Gulati, the president of US Soccer] 
needs to go.” While Gulati may survive due to the success 
of the other soccer teams, finding a good manager is an 
important step to success. A good manager will ensure that 
the USMNT’s floor won’t be as low, and hopefully prevent 
another failed qualifying.
 There is still the question of raising the ceiling. The best 
World Cup finish in the past half-century is eighth, and 
the team had made two straight rounds of 16. Early exits 
in the elimination stage will not bring more popularity to 
soccer.     
If the goal is winning a World Cup, there needs to be 
some change. Senior Adrian Harter (Lake Oswego, OR) 
believes that the Major League Soccer (MLS) has been an 
impediment to the USMNT. The competition is not at a 
level that improves the players for the National Team. If 
the USMNT wants to improve, Harter believes that the 
best players need to play in the stronger European leagues. 
Blaming the MLS and encouraging players to go to 
Europe, does create a dilemma. While the current players 
would improve, a worse MLS product would dampen 
soccer’s popularity. Without a more popular American 
soccer league, there will never be the interest needed to get 
the best athletes into the United States soccer system. 
 As the World Cup occurs without the USMNT, the 
future is in question. A new manager has yet to be named. 
Whoever is chosen will have a team smarting from the 
loss, and looking to return to the World Cup in 2022. They 
will also have Christian Pulisic, widely considered the best 
American soccer talent of all time, entering his prime. The 
best hope for the men’s team is that more talent like Pulisic 
emerges. What it will take to induce such an emergence is 
up in the air. Let’s just hope that whoever is in charge will 
look to the system instituted by the three-time World Cup 
champion USWNT.
The Bike Shop offers many tools for campus community
 Beyond the back entrance of the Expeditionary, where 
Puget Sound Outdoors (PSO) trips depart from, lies 
a small black shed with sticker-covered doors and an 
opportunity for students here at Puget Sound.
 The Bike Shop provides free education, repairs, reduced-
cost services and parts for sale for students and faculty on 
campus. The student-run organization, which is part of 
PSO, also hosts a number of programs ranging from rides 
to learning sessions available to students throughout the 
semester.
 Patrick Johnson, a senior from Deerfield, Illinois, is 
the coordinator and lead mechanic for the 2017-2018 
school year. He details the wide range of offerings the 
shop has for students on campus: “The bike shop gives 
[Puget Sound] students, faculty, staff and surrounding 
community members access to free bicycle service, 
highly discounted or free bike parts and accessories, 
free maintenance classes, volunteer opportunities and 
organized mountain and road bike rides.”
 The high price of cycling may be a deterrent for some 
students to invest in their own sustainable transportation 
method, but Johnson emphasizes cheap repair and a focus 
on education within the shop: “We can fix most problems 
that a typical professional shop could, and are happy to 
help people learn how to work on their own bikes.”
 Tyler Randazzo, a junior from Needham, Massachusetts, 
is the assistant mechanic for the 2017-2018 school year 
in the shop. When asked about their role on campus, 
Randazzo speaks of access and exploration: “I think the 
biggest role we try to fill on campus is to give students 
access to the resources they need to get around. We try 
to do rides and events, and this month we will be doing 
some casual cruisers rides, which are for folks who just 
want to get out in a super low-key, fun environment and 
explore Tacoma.”
 Students often walk up to the shop and are able to 
get their bike serviced right then and there. “The most 
common way students take advantage of our services is 
simply by showing up with bike issues that need fixing. 
We’ll work on the problem right there and they’ll usually 
be on their way in 20 minutes or so, depending on the 
issue,” Johnson said.
The bike infrastructure of Puget Sound has been 
an important aspect of the Bike Shop, with bike racks 
standing outside just about every building on campus.
“We have also helped support on-campus bike 
infrastructure such as the bike pump and work stand 
outside the Cellar.  We try to be a space where cyclists 
and prospective cyclists can meet and make trips happen 
or just learn about cycling,” Johnson said.
 Getting out of the Puget Sound bubble and exploring 
the city of  Tacoma is one of the most popular ways 
people use their bikes, and the Bike Shop wants to help 
people get off campus on their bikes and keep those bikes 
in great working condition.  
 Students praise the shop’s work, and speak highly of 
the efficient and effective experiences they have had there.
 “I went to the shop because I had a sinking suspicion 
that my wheel’s tube had a leak,” senior Sarah Davidson 
(Westfield, New Jersey) said. “They checked it, confirmed 
the leak and offered to replace it for the cost of the 
tube. Within the hour I had a new tube and left feeling 
impressed by how knowledgeable, friendly and helpful 
the staff was! Also, the only cost to me was the tube itself 
(the shop usually has discounted prices on parts), which 
was great,” Davidson added.
 Davidson’s experience is just one example of the 
impressive work that is done over at the shop. “Overall, 
would 10/10 recommend, especially for people who don’t 
know a lot about bikes [or] aren’t sure what they might 
need,” she added.
 With regards to their own lives, Johnson and Randazzo 
each have a strong love for biking and bring that into 
their work at the Bike Shop.
 “My background is mostly in mountain biking and I 
love getting new people out to explore and ride trails,” 
Randazzo said.
 “Personally, biking is my primary mode of transportation. 
I try to avoid cars for groceries and other errands. It’s also 
a way to explore Tacoma for me,” Johnson added.
 Biking is an easy way to get around, and more 
importantly, it is a greener way to get around. The carbon 
footprint of Puget Sound has been a contested issue in the 
past, and creating more education and awareness around 
biking is an important way of decreasing that footprint.
 Johnson emphasizes the reduced footprint of bikes and 
the implementation of infrastructure around campus: 
“They also serve to reduce the campus’ carbon footprint 
and act as a healthy alternative to driving around.”
 The shop has free beginner mountain bike rides coming 
up on Nov. 11 and Dec. 2 at noon, open to both experienced 
riders and new mountain bikers. On Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. 
there will also be a night ride for casual cruisers, free to 
attend with a 50 percent discount on any light offered 
at the shop. Additionally, the shop hosts maintenance 
classes at the shop every Wednesday in November from 
5–6 p.m. The shop’s normal hours of operation range from 
4-7 on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 
B y  K e v i n  W h i t e
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Protest scheduled for Seahawks game
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B y  Ta y l a  M a c P h e r s o n
       This weekend, the NFL 
game at CenturyLink Field 
in Seattle will feature the 
hometown Seahawks facing 
off against the controver-
sially-named Washington 
Redskins. The Redskins’ 
visit to Washington state 
has prompted an upcoming 
protest from the group Idle 
No More Washington, who 
will be protesting the racist 
implications of the mascot.
   Idle No More Washington 
is a protest group formed 
by native people of the 
Northwest in 2013 looking 
to tackle issues of environ-
mental protection and na-
tive rights. Their mission 
statement reads: “We stand 
in solidarity with our First 
Nation brothers and sisters 
and allies for Treaty Rights, 
Water and Land Rights and 
Environmental Protection 
of Mother Earth on the sa-
cred land of our ancestors, 
decolonization and keep-
ing our native culture going 
strong!”
   The November 5 protest is 
operating under the hashtag 
#NotYourMascot as a sym-
bol of native peoples’ resis-
tance to the abuse of their 
cultural heritage in profes-
sional sports. The group’s 
Facebook page provides a 
description of the protest: 
“The Washington Red-
skins are coming to play 
our Seattle Seahawks on 
Sunday November 5, 2017, 
the game starts at 1:05 pm. 
Please join us in standing 
together and show our sup-
port in putting an end to 
them using this offensive 
mascot! This is a family-
friendly, peaceful event!”
  Doug Sackman, Profes-
sor in the History Depart-
ment specializing in Native 
American, Western and Pa-
cific Northwestern history, 
weighed in on the subject:
  “The Washington football 
team’s mascot controversy is 
really a human rights issue, 
made all the more pressing 
because the team represents 
our nation’s capital,” Sack-
man said. “Idle No More 
and other groups are raising 
the visibility of the issue, but 
it’s still invisible to many 
Americans — an issue they 
just don’t want to see. Along 
with the grotesque mascot 
for the Cleveland base-
ball team (which was once 
called the Bluebirds), pro-
fessional sports are telling 
millions of Americans that 
stereotyped and demeaning 
images of Native Ameri-
cans are things to play with 
and have a good time with, 
no matter the cost.”
  Professor Sackman con-
tinued by addressing the 
adamant resistance from 
the Washington franchise 
towards a potential change: 
“Washington’s owner Dan 
Snyder insists that his mas-
cot shows respect, and he 
defends its use as if it were a 
sacred right,” Sackman said. 
  “It breeds not respect but 
contempt, and, in my view, 
it should be consigned to 
the dustbin of history. Fans 
will move on with another 
name; the racist and de-
meaning mascots perpetu-
ate the nation’s history of 
demonizing, dispossessing, 
appropriating and trying to 
destroy Native Americans 
in this land.”
  Sophomore Quinn Mar-
tell, a lifelong Seahawks 
fan, grew up watching NFL 
games from a very young 
age.
“I think that the fact we 
are in 2017 and still have 
people denying the blatant 
racism like the example of 
the Redskins’ mascot is ab-
solutely ridiculous,” Martell 
said. “Especially for the im-
pressionable younger gener-
ations watching and going 
to these games, it’s just such 
a toxic culture and some-
thing that we as a society 
should address.”
  Kickoff for Sunday’s game 
is at 1:05 PM PST, and fans 
can tune in to FOX Sports 
for coverage.
Women’s lacrosse hoping to add new faces 
Women’s lacrosse is a new sport in 
the Northwest Conference, having 
had their first season in the spring 
of 2015. As of last season there were 
only five teams including the Loggers 
participating in the conference. Other 
schools within the Northwest Confer-
ence are wanting to expand and incor-
porate a women’s lacrosse team within 
their athletic programs, which may be 
one reason for the lack of players for 
the Loggers.
The Logger women’s lacrosse team 
has just finished their fall season with 
a series of fall practices and one game 
against Logger alumni. However, the 
team was only able to field 11 play-
ers this fall because of injuries, study 
abroad students and lack of first-year 
student recruits. The team hopes to 
bring out more players during spring 
tryouts.
The Loggers will not start preseason 
until February. Until then the women 
will be having lifts and captain’s prac-
tices.
Kathryn Hart, a junior on the team 
from Corvallis, Oregon, is very excited 
about moving to forward with this 
year’s team. She discussed the hard 
work she and her teammates put in 
during the fall season: “I think that 
for the upcoming spring season, I 
am most excited to see all of the hard 
work we put in this fall come together 
and pay off. We had a really incredible 
fall season, and we are starting to work 
well as a team. Every woman on our 
team is so talented, and also we have 
awesome individual and group atti-
tudes, so it is really fun and exciting 
for me to think about this upcoming 
spring season and all the progress we 
have made and will continue to make,” 
Hart said.
Last season the women had five wins 
and eight losses. The Loggers hope to 
improve their record and continue to 
improve as a program this upcoming 
spring season.
Coach Sabochik described the 
team’s fall practices. “Fall ball is a great 
way to get players back together after 
the summer and it’s also a great way 
to introduce new players to the team 
before the traditional season. We just 
finished up with our practices and I 
am very pleased with the talent and 
skill that I saw. The team is really ready 
to work hard in the off-season and 
come back in January ready to tackle 
the season head-on,” Sabochik said.
Although fall ball was productive 
from Coach Sabochik and Hart’s de-
scriptions, it will be a challenge to have 
effective practices with only 11 players.
Hart discusses the reasons and the 
challenges to having limited players.    
  “We have a few women coming off 
of injuries and working through rehab 
right now, and I think that may be a 
challenge for us in the spring. We have 
a smaller team this year, but I think we 
are looking at that as more of an op-
portunity to grow and improve rather 
than a huge challenge that we are fac-
ing,” Hart said.
Another change that is occurring 
throughout all Division-III women’s 
lacrosse is a 90-second shot clock. 
Coach Sabochik discusses this change 
and how it will affect the team. “90 
seconds to move the ball down field 
and get a shot off is something the 
sport has not had before; there has 
never been a timed element to la-
crosse. This changes the speed and 
style of play and will be an adjustment 
not only for our team but for all the 
teams at the D-III level. I think this 
is an exciting challenge. In a sense it 
levels out the playing field and every 
team will have to make adjustments to 
strategy and focus on a different style 
of play,” Coach Sabochik said.
Although there are big changes oc-
curring in lacrosse this season Coach 
Sabochik and the team are up for the 
challenge to make do with what they 
have and the changes they are facing.
B y  W i l l  K e y s e
 Sports Recaps
VOLLEYBALL 
MEN’S SOCCER
WOMEN’S SOCCER
The Loggers hosted Willamette on Friday, 
Oct. 27. Rita Dexter had her first double-
double of the season with 19 kills and 19 digs. 
Kristen Miguel followed on the leaderboard 
with 13 kills. The team gave up the second set 
to the Bearcats, who managed to win in four 
sets. On Saturday, the Loggers recognized 
their seven seniors before the last home match 
against Linfield. The match went into five 
sets which allowed the team to boost their 
stats. Dexter had her second consecutive 
double-double with 17 kills and 15 digs. 
The men’s team were scoreless in the first half 
and the first on the board was Linfield in the 
last six minutes. With 13 seconds left in the 
match, Luke Murdock scored the tying goal 
to send the match into overtime. The Log-
gers fought hard and came out strong in the 
second overtime. Benjamin Whitman crossed 
the ball to Murdock for the second and win-
ning goal. On Sunday, the Loggers took on 
the first place team, Willamette. The first 
half was scoreless as the Loggers outshot the 
Bearcats 4-1. Finally, in the 85th minute the 
Loggers’ Sean Hamel was able to put away a 
cross from Sam Gonzalez. Puget Sound will 
play at home on Saturday Nov. 4 for their last 
conference match against Pacific Lutheran.
The women’s team faced top-ranked Whit-
worth at home on Saturday. The Loggers were 
first to score in the 26th minute, with a goal by 
Tayla MacPherson. Just before half, the Log-
gers gave up a foul in the box and allowed the 
Pirates to score on a penalty kick. The Loggers 
were quick to answer six minutes into the sec-
ond half. Lura Morton headed a corner kick 
from Tess Peppis to take the lead. Jamie Lange 
recorded seven saves in the win. On Sunday the 
three seniors were recognized before the game 
against Whitman. The Loggers were off to a 
great start coming out of the gates with a goal 
from Peppis in the third minute of the game. 
The defense held off their opponents from scor-
ing for the 11th time this season. The Loggers 
will travel to Willamette on Saturday, Nov. 4.
FOOTBALL
With a minute left in the first half, the Log-
gers’ Tanner Diebold rushed for the first score 
of the game. They entered halftime with a score 
of 13-7. Both teams were scoreless in the third 
quarter. The Loggers’ first drive of the fourth 
quarter ended with a rushing touchdown from 
Paul Thomas. This put the Loggers up 14-13. 
Some big defensive plays allowed the Log-
gers to hold onto the win by one. The Loggers 
will hit the road one last time for the season 
as they take on Linfield on Saturday, Nov. 4.
SWIMMING
The Northwest Conference Sprint Meet was 
held in Wallace Pool for the season opener 
for both men’s and women’s. In the pentath-
lon, Dylan Reimers finished 10th overall with 
a time of 2:41.67. For the women’s, Calista 
Skog finished third with a time of 2:55.58 af-
ter teammate Kelli Callahan. Callahan, with 
the second place time, recorded 2:55.58 behind 
crosstown rival, Pacific Lutheran. The Relay 
Meet was hosted by Pacific Lutheran the fol-
lowing day. The men’s team totalled 19 points 
to give them third place. They took second in 
the 300-breastroke and finished first in the 
mixed 400-freestyle. The women’s team also 
earned 19 points, tying Whitman for third 
place. Their winws were in the 300-yard but-
terfly and the 500-free. The next dual meet will 
take place at Lewis & Clark on Friday, Nov. 3.
CROSS COUNTRY
The Northwest Conference Championship was 
hosted by Whitman on Saturday. The men’s 
team finished with a score of 232, placing them 
ninth overall. Liam Monghan lead the team 
with 34th place overall. The women’s team 
placed third with a score of 92. The team was 
led by Samantha Schaffer, who finished eighth 
overall. After the meet, Schaffer was announced 
women’s Freshman of the Year. Schaffer was also 
announced All-Northwest Conference Second 
Team along with teammate Rachael Metzler.
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  Last year the general election 
captured the attention of the 
American Public. Everyone 
had an opinion and wanted 
to share it; fake news ran 
rampant, and Facebook rants 
were at an all-time high. As 
of Nov. 8, it will have been 
a year since the last election. 
But politics don’t simply 
come to a standstill between 
presidential elections. This 
year many in-state students 
have become deeply involved 
in the elections for local 
positions. “As the University 
is so close to our surrounding 
residential neighborhood 
and deeply intertwined 
community, it just makes 
sense that we are involved in 
the politics,” a woke senior 
standing near a lawn sign 
said.
 A majority of students 
say they are registered, 
registering or working on 
figuring out how to get 
registered. Everyone wants 
to seem politically active, 
most students attend the 
right marches, and tweet 
the right hashtags, but The 
Flail wanted to know how 
students really stay active 
in the political process year 
round.  
 For most students, skimming 
an average of four New York 
Times articles on Facebook 
is enough. “I’m already taking 
four classes and working on 
perfecting my social media 
presence; I really don’t have 
time to research every issue. 
#sorrynotsorry,” junior 
Jenna Johnson said. Others 
go above and beyond and 
actually read the articles, 
but that is still not enough 
for the likes of senior Josh 
Hurley. “I’m registered to 
vote in Washington, read 
roughly five words a day and 
decide who I am going to 
vote for based on lawn signs,” 
Hurley said.
 When asked why he decides 
who is worthy of office 
based on colors and fonts, 
Hurley defended himself 
with perfect logic. “If the 
politicians didn’t want me to 
cast my vote based on what 
fonts and colors they use, 
why would they have so many 
signs? Also the policy is easy 
to tell based on the colors 
and fonts used; red and blue 
obviously have their own 
connotations. But serif fonts 
are a tell-tale conservative 
look, whereas Helvetica and 
Arial have been extremely 
popular with liberal and 
third party candidates in 
the past couple elections,” 
Hurley said. 
  The Flail decided to test 
this theory and went to a 
busy intersection to look at 
the signs. After looking for 
a couple minutes the field 
reporters decided to take 
Hurley’s word for it, as it 
seemed perfectly logical.
 
Combat Zone writers are Claudia Elsenbast and Linnea Stoll. Molly McLean is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this 
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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By Anna Graham
Trump: Global Warming 
‘Not hot enough’
  For those still confused on the reasoning 
behind President Trump’s decision to shut 
down the National Climate Assessment 
panel, and his continued denial of climate 
change in general, an enlightening new 
theory is slowly coming to light. After a 
series of intensive interviews, The Flail 
was able to get the inside scoop from the 
president himself. Apparently, the ex-
planation is simpler than we all thought: 
according to Trump, Global Warming is 
just simply “not hot enough.”
  In a recent interview, President Trump 
was quoted as saying, “I would rate 
Global Warming as a solid four, maybe 
a five if she’s lucky. She’s not bad look-
ing exactly — she could maybe pull off 
the ‘average-looking friend in a generic, 
badly-produced romantic comedy.’ But 
it just seems like she’s always trying to 
purposefully hide her figure under some 
sort of haze, and that’s just not doing her 
any favors. It can’t be that difficult to not 
look like a pile of trash every day — all it 
takes is a little effort.”
  For her part, Global Warming said that 
Trump’s statement was endlessly frustrat-
ing, as she just really wants Trump to 
notice her. She’s not looking for any kind 
of long-term commitment; she’d just like 
some acknowledgement. Unfortunately, 
however, it seems that the only real way to 
catch the president’s attention is to insult 
him or impress him with physical beauty 
and vacant demeanor.
  Trump himself noted, “I don’t see why I 
should waste my time on someone who 
doesn’t have that certain physical ‘pizzazz,’ 
you know? Unfortunately, I don’t think 
she has what it takes.”
  Out of desperation, Global Warming 
tried to pull a series of political moves. 
“First I tried by parading around a couple 
hurricanes. I thought if I made them re-
ally big and obvious, he’d see how serious 
I am about everything. Like, my hur-
ricanes were record-breaking. They were 
on all the major news channels. Doesn’t 
mass destruction indicate that I am not 
messing around this time? I thought there 
was no way he could miss it.”Apparently, 
however, Trump did. Perhaps it was her 
lack of sparkly glitter eyeshadow.
  Nevertheless, Global Warming refused 
to give up. “I tried a bunch of other 
moves, as well. Record-breaking rains? 
Got it. Record-breaking drought? Done 
it. Wildfires that tear up half the west 
coast? Not even a problem.” 
  Thusfar, however, nothing seems to be 
enough to impress President Trump. 
Trump was remarkably irritated by these 
displays of power, saying: “It just comes 
off as desperate, you know? She should 
try to relax a little, have fun and smile 
more often. She’s always so serious and 
demanding — she’ll never get a guy with 
that attitude.”
  Nevertheless, Global Warming does 
not seem to be particularly keen on the 
President’s advice. Though he has yet to 
give her credit, she notes that she has the 
power to potentially destroy human life as 
we know it. She thinks that this will most 
likely give her some political leverage go-
ing into the future. For now, though, we’ll 
just have to wait and see.
Students’ political activism 
reduced to skimming lawn signs
Political cartoon by uninformed student
Here at the Combat Zone we hired a 
new content creator, Mr. Blake Lakes. 
Mr. Lakes is a quaintly uninformed, 
yet very enthusiastic student. When 
asked about the impetus for his work, 
he responded that this piece is inspired 
by the “24-hour news cycle.” Despite 
there being no reference to media in 
this piece, we will let it slide because 
he is new. Mr. Lakes noticeably mixes 
many different buzzwords in this piece, 
even from different decades! Asked 
about the connection between Janet 
Yellen and Haliburton, he responded 
that “they’re all in it together.” He 
mused for a moment and mumbled to 
himself, “Who is Janet Yellen again? 
I think they talk about her on NPR 
sometimes.” Further, Lakes left in a 
scribbled-out symbol for the NSA. 
Lakes defended this move, which he 
says “just shows how obscure they are 
trying to make their operations.” Then 
he went on a tirade about the dollar 
imperialism under Nixon, which led to 
the invasion of Iraq. Lakes is excited, 
not dampered, by the Trump presi-
dency. “Look out, Trump, because this 
is gonna be hell for you. I will not back 
down, and all of your back-door deal-
ings will be shown for all to see.” By 
“all,” of course, Lakes means the read-
ers of the Combat Zone. That means 
all of you, Sara and Max!
Interview Conducted By 
Pagliaccio
By Lee L. Benbow
VERY FUNNY CARTOON BY BLAKE “SNAKE” LAKES
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“Art is where we go when language 
fails us and art is where we are able to 
make connections with one another in 
a world that is so determined to keep 
us separated,” gender non-binary poet 
and performance artist Alok Vaid-
Menon said. A performance duo Vaid-
Menon was involved with, Dark Matter, 
stirred controversy over problematic 
statements made on the group’s social 
media regarding  childhood sexual 
abuse, which many viewed as victim-
blaming in nature. According to Vaid-
Menon, the statements were made 
by the other member of the duo. The 
group is no longer active.  Students 
with questions regarding the issue 
are encouraged to contact Associated 
Students of the University of Puget 
Sound (ASUPS) president Amanda 
Diaz at asupspresident@pugetsound.
edu or ASUPS Cultural Conciousness 
Programmer Naomi Schroeter at 
asupsccp@pugetsound.edu.   
On Nov. 4 in Kilworth Chapel, Vaid-
Menon will hold a workshop and 
performance exploring gender through 
art called “Femme in Public,” the title 
of their new poetry book. As a gender 
non-binary individual who is femme, 
Vaid-Menon has a large interest in 
femininity and the power that femme 
holds.
“We’re often taught that femininity 
is something that ’s weak or superficial, 
something that ’s just there for the 
interest or desire of men. But what 
femme people are actually trying to do, 
they know that femininity is something 
that ’s powerful; it ’s something I chose 
for myself. For me, that ’s a really 
important part of my politics and my 
art,” Vaid-Menon said.
 For Vaid-Menon, femme is something 
that is extremely powerful and is much 
stronger than what cultural stereotypes 
might categorize it as. In “Femme 
in Public,” Vaid-Menon will pose a 
thought-provoking two-hour session 
of performance art, discussion, comedy 
and poetry. They hope to create an 
extremely personal environment in 
which both they and the audience will 
view their performance art and explore 
gender non-conformity and femininity.
Vaid-Menon believes that it ’s 
extremely important for those who 
are gender non-conforming to be seen 
dually. Vaid-Menon wants to challenge 
the mainstream transgender narrative, 
which views gender as a destination 
that lands as male or female. Instead, 
Vaid-Menon advocates strongly for 
the expression of gender as a process 
of self-discovery, rather than as a 
transition to a different one.
“So, the mainstream narrative today 
is just that we are supposed to feel that 
we are trapped in the wrong body and 
that we want to fix ourselves in order to 
become the opposite gender, and that 
the goal of being trans is just about 
transitioning into an opposite gender. 
And that narrative doesn’t really 
capture people like me, who are non-
binary and are gender-nonconforming. 
For me, the way I understand gender 
is it ’s never going to be a destination 
that I’m arriving to; it ’s the continual 
journey of trying to find what is 
authentic for me,” Vaid-Menon said.
Through their work, they have 
recently created a line of gender-
neutral clothing. Personal style has 
been an important part of their self-
expression and the way they express 
their gender.
“Style is extremely important to me 
and that ’s because I feel like I couldn’t 
control my gender, I couldn’t control 
the race that was given to me, but 
I could control my style and that ’s 
where I could really engage with 
people’s stereotypes,”  Vaid-Menon 
said.
Through their work, and in 
thought-provoking dynamic events 
such as “Femme in Public,” there is a 
chance to interact with ideas that can 
challenge stereotypes and traditions, 
and can allow an open expression of 
personal individuality. Vaid-Menon 
also believes strongly that the view 
that transgender and gender non-
binary people are different needs to 
change as they express experiences that 
are similar to people of many different 
backgrounds.
“What I’m fighting for is for every 
person to be able to have freedom of 
expression and I think that will create 
a more beautiful, dynamic and intricate 
world,” Vaid-Menon said.
“When asked what they wanted 
people to take from their workshop 
they finished by stating a strong belief 
of theirs that rings true to them and to 
our campus.
“We [all] have in large far more in 
common than we have apart.” 
The lecture will be held at 2 p.m. 
in Kilworth Chapel on Nov. 4. There 
is also a workshop being held with 
Vaid-Menon at 11 a.m. At time of 
publication, there were still about 10 
spots left for the workshop. Email 
Schroeter at asupsccp@pugetsound.
edu to reserve a spot.  
 
‘Femme in Public’: Gender, femme and art with Alok Vaid-Menon
By Matthew Gulick
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    For those very few people out of the loop when it 
comes to extra terresterials, this October saw the 70th 
anniversary of what the Maury Island Incident Historical 
Society deems “two of History’s most notable UFO 
sightings,” which took place here in Washington in 1947. 
As the original conspiracy theory stomping ground, 
alleged alien encounters served as the forge for modern 
day accusations of government treachery. 
    Celebrating the momentous date in due fashion, 
the Historical Society hosted “UFO Night” at the 
Washington State History Museum. For a $15 early-
registration fee, unidentified flying object enthusiasts 
gathered in one place to drink craft beer from Three 
Magnets Brewing Company and learn about previous 
extraterrestrial happenings across the state. Attendees 
obtained their very own “Washington State History 
Museum UFO Night 2017” commemorative laser-etched 
pint glass, the kind of memorabilia that fits nicely in any 
college student’s eclectic drinking glass cabinet, or devoid 
of context on the shelves of the local thrift store. Visitors 
were only granted two drink tickets and the higher 
alcohol content “UFO IPA” sold out accordingly as people 
sought to lower their inhibitions, and thereby increase 
their credulity for the conspiracy theories to follow.
    The crowd at UFO night was somewhat of a mixed bag, 
containing run-of-the-mill history nerds (season ticket 
holders perhaps) and more colorful characters not often 
found in the halls of the museum. Beside one other group 
of obvious University students, our posse appeared to be 
the only people there under 30, a fact made clear by the 
woman in front of me in line for beer. As a compatriot and 
I waited patiently for one of our two pints, this individual 
in question turned to us for polite chitchat.
    “Gonna write this one in the diary, huh?” she asked.     
    “Does mom know you snuck out of the house for this 
wild night?”
    I remained unperturbed, knowing that this individual 
did not reflect the general UFO night crowd. On the 
whole, individuals seemed attentive, respectful and 
ready to receive knowledge. Many sported tinfoil hats 
made of aluminum provided courtesy of the Historical 
Society. I myself crafted a trendy metal headband while 
a companion donned an aluminum swan I had liberated 
from a nearby table. Approximately 33 percent of 
attendees wore foil in various forms, allowing everyone 
the opportunity for unique artistic expression. One gaggle 
of bearded, portly men all shaped their hats with scorpion 
tails. Another man actually walked about in a full-metal 
facemask with small slits for eye and mouth holes; while 
his wife seemed slightly embarrassed, she also remained 
in his company for the remainder of the evening.
    This self-deprecating headgear raised some interesting 
questions, such as, “what purpose does the ironic tin foil 
serve?” “Does it lampoon nut job conspiracy theorists?” 
“Is it a shield against accusations that one is themselves a 
nut-job conspiracy theorist?” “Who is really the joke here, 
those wearing the aluminum or those laughing at them?” 
Perhaps I am reading too much into a simple, light-
hearted gag, but I hold that this self-awareness is crucial 
for any good conspiracy theory aficionado. There is an 
element of understanding one’s stereotyped position that 
a conspiracy theorist needs to internalize in order to grant 
their theories a certain credence. A conscious knowledge 
of how crazy it all seems gains the trust of those unaware 
of the conspiracy.
     A screening of “The Maury Island Incident” served 
as the keynote event of the evening. Extra chairs were 
required to seat all interested viewers. The movie, voted 
a staff favorite at the Grand Cinema Film Festival 
according to filmmaker Steve Edminston, tells of a South 
Puget Sound man’s encounter with six flying saucers 
in 1947, a few months before the Roswell sighting, just 
off the coast of Maury Island. Edminston delivered an 
unscheduled 45-minute lecture on the film prior to its 
showing. He mostly touched on facts presented in the film 
and how the film crew chose to portray them. One slide 
from the presentation sticks in mind, a picture showing 
the sliding scale of “hoax” to “mainstream consensus” 
titled the “spectrum of [dis]belief,” framing conspiracy 
and mainstream belief in terms of plausible deniability. 
In the end, “The Maury Island Incident” raised more 
questions than it answered.      
     Audience members proved largely receptive to its 
message of government cover-up, shady FBI involvement 
and the potential creation of a unit deemed “the men 
in black” (yes, those men in black). A solid third of the 
crowd remained in attendance for the following Q&A 
session with Edminston.
    “Seeing people get excited about UFOs made me really 
excited about UFOs,” recent Puget Sound alumnus and 
local Tacoma resident Cole Jackson ‘17 said. “Although 
I’m not sure I believe the story, it was based on some 
compelling evidence.”
    Program Specialist for the Washington State Historical 
society Dave Beals organized the high-turnout event.
    “We should have expected that there would be this 
many UFO people just from the number of phone 
calls. There’s something about bigfoot and UFO’s and 
conspiracy theories,” Beals said.
    I asked Beals what he believed occurred at the Maury 
Island Incident.
    “It’s tempting since its off, kind of, the public radar, 
that Roswell, and all those other things like Steve was 
saying, that they pushed this to the side and highlighted 
Roswell. There seems to be some merit to it,” he said.
    Julianna Verboort, who serves as the Marketing and 
Communications director for the Washington State 
Historical Society, highlighted other events the group will 
put on.
    “UFO Night is one of our ‘After Hours’ series of 
events,” she said. “In addition to our ‘After Hours’ series, 
we are hosting a ‘Scholarly Selections’ series of lectures 
in collaboration with University of Washington, Tacoma. 
The lectures are free, held on third Thursday evenings 
when the museum offers free admission from 3 p.m. 
through 8 p.m. The next ‘Scholarly Selections’ lecture 
will be Nov, 16, 6:30 p.m. Also on Nov. 16, at 5:30 p.m., 
students can hear from Washington photojournalist 
George P. Hickey who will be here to talk about his work 
in the exhibition ‘Loyal Opposition.’”
     More information on Washington State history 
events can be found on their website at http://www.
washingtonhistory.org/visit/wshm/eventsprograms/.
Tinfoil hats and 
conspiracies at 
UFO Night
CW:Discussion of childhood sexual abuse 
By Brynn Svenningsen
When “The Sea Gull” premiered in St. Petersburg 
on Oct. 17, 1896, it was a mess. “I shall never either 
write plays or have them acted,” playwright Anton 
Chekov proclaimed afterwards, according Geoffrey 
Borny’s novel “Interpreting Chekhov.”
Thankfully, Chekov did not make true on his 
promise and audience members attending the 
opening night of the University of Puget Sound’s 
rendition of “The Sea Gull” were not disappointed. 
“The Sea Gull,” spelled with two words by the 
translator Jean-Claude van Itallie, is directed by 
Professor Geoffrey Proehl, with set design by Kurt 
Walls, lighting by Robert Moors and costume 
design by Mishka Navarre. 
Having read “The Sea Gull” but never before 
watched it, junior Maloy Moore shared her 
expectations and hopes for the play before it began. 
“I’m interested to see how the Russian comedy 
plays out, because I think it will be interesting to 
translate that to an American audience,” Moore 
said. 
The absurdity of the secondary characters and 
slices of dark humour coupled with fourth-wall 
breaks throughout remind the audience that reality 
is not only melodrama or comedy but a healthy mix 
of the two that complement each other. 
Senior Mattea Prison beautifully captured the 
constant inner battle of actress Irina Nikolayevna 
Arkadina. Irina’s nuanced personage is exemplary 
of the themes of the burden of fame and how these 
might complicate familial relationships. 
Keegan Kyle’s performance of Konstantin 
Treplyov, Irina’s son, had the cadence of a spoken-
word poem and his second-act monologue left the 
audience with chills. Treplyov, deeply flawed in his 
own right, spoke to the struggles of creating as well 
as the misery accompanying unrequited love. 
The wealth in acting of the supporting cast 
interwove mundane problems with the themes of 
fame and choices regarding love and infatuation, 
reminding the audience that everyone has a story. 
In an interview, Proehl noted the stylistic change 
in the setting. 
“Traditionally ‘The Sea Gull’ is done with a very 
realistic set. ... Less traditionally but often too it 
can be done with a more abstract set. ... In our 
production … the actual scene design is meant to 
suggest the lake that is so central to the world of 
the play. What we wanted to do was almost make 
it feel like the audience and the actors were never 
far from the lake and its environment. So it ’s more 
abstract, or more metaphorical, than realistic,” 
Proehl said. 
On the set there are floating paintings of water 
and clouds, the two nearly indistinguishable, that 
hang in rectangular pieces interwoven through 
the set. Though lighting and prop changes, these 
paintings remain hanging throughout the duration 
of the play, successfully playing out Proehl’s vision 
to keep the setting centered around the lake, a 
symbol for an ideal, a state of nature, something 
looming around guises of civility.
The other notable stylistic change is that the 
actors line up at the very beginning and introduce 
their characters’ names, nicknames and roles within 
the play. “Having worked on this play for a while 
now, we know how difficult these Russian names 
can be, so we decided to go through them before we 
begin,” Prison said. The additional detail of telling 
nicknames to an audience that isn’t necessarily 
familiar with the play assuages any possible 
confusion with the characters.
“Each time we read or see a play it adds to our 
total experience. So for some this might be a first 
introduction to the play. For some it might be a 
third or fourth time they’ve met the play. I certainly 
hope that people who have never heard of Chekhov, 
have never read ‘The Sea Gull,’ could come and 
see this play and find it engaging, because I think 
a lot of the things [Chekhov] is writing about 
we do experience in our daily lives,” Proehl said, 
assuaging any fear that new viewers might have 
about understanding the play, and welcoming those 
who have seen an incarnation of it already. 
“Years later, in graduate school, after having 
lived with the play for a while, a professor asked, 
‘What play do you think is most real?’ and without 
thinking for a moment I said, ‘The Sea Gull.’ I 
think in the ways it shows people trying to figure 
out their relationships, trying to figure out their 
place in time, their place in the world and the 
confusion and the sometimes joy around that 
process registered with me [as] being very similar 
to how I experienced life,” Proehl said. 
Viewers should be on the lookout for the subtle 
changes in wardrobe, as well as the appeal to the 
senses created by the music before and during the 
performance.  
The next performances will be on Friday, Nov. 
3 and Saturday, Nov. 4. All are at 7:30 p.m. in 
Norton Clapp Theatre, with the exception of a 2 
p.m. matinee on Saturday. Tickets are available for 
purchase online and at the information desk. 
“I really enjoyed the play. I think it really influenced 
my emotional state and I think that ’s what theater is 
meant to do. And right now I feel more vulnerable 
than when I walked into the theater and I think 
that ’s a good thing,” Moore remarked shortly after 
the play ended. 
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‘The Sea Gull’: From mayhem to real perfection
   ‘Unleashed’ makes space for writers of color in Seattle 
Writers of color often find themselves 
placed in corners, expected to tell stories 
covering certain topics and themes. In 
“Unleashed,” a staged reading festival 
featuring seven new plays written 
by playwrights of color, Pork Filled 
Productions (PFP) is looking to diversify 
the stage and the narratives by people 
of color (POC) told in the theater 
community. 
Theater companies often look for very 
specific types of scripts from playwrights 
of color. “They’re usually scripts that 
focus on identity and oppression,” PFP 
founder Roger Tang said. While the PFP 
festival doesn’t completely shy away from 
the topics of oppression in communities 
of color, the majority of the plays in 
“Unleashed” are focused on telling a 
wider range of stories. 
Tang said that many production 
companies have singular slots in their 
season for scripts by people of color. “If 
that slot falls in February [Black History 
Month], you do an August Wilson play,” 
Tang said, referring to a joke that goes 
around in the theater community. PFP 
has always been looking to tell stories 
beyond that standard. PFP was founded 
in 1998 as an Asian-American sketch 
comedy troupe. The group eventually 
grew from that into putting on full-
length plays.
Some of the plays featured in 
“Unleashed” include “My Samurai” by 
Celeste Mari Williams, the story of a 
couple being pestered by their ghost-
samurai ancestor; “Dawn of the She-
Devil of the China Seas” by Roger 
Tang, a retelling of the true origin 
story of China’s first pirate queen; and 
“Repossessed” by Greg Lam, a tale about 
a marriage being recalled by the company 
that manufactures such unions. 
“Unleashed” features voices from 
Chinese Americans, Chinese Canadians, 
Korean Americans and African 
Americans. These diverse stories also 
come from a wide range of places, from 
Seattle to Boston to Vancouver. Tang 
voiced some discomfort in the now 
seemingly all-too-common occurrence 
of whitewashing in narratives about 
POC.  
“It’s giving the opportunity to Asian-
Americans in roles they don’t usually get 
to do — not often that Asian American 
actors are the heroes,” Tang said. He 
hopes to push this idea further in 
“Unleashed” by placing POC of all kinds 
as the heroes of their own narratives. 
“We want to be able to bring these 
to full production,” Tang said. PFP is 
hoping that the scripts in this festival 
draw some interest from artistic directors 
from in the area. Getting these plays to 
full production would do a lot to broaden 
the reach of these creations by POC and 
would hopefully continue to try and bring 
more normalcy to more diverse narratives 
written and performed by POC. PFP is 
hoping to continue “Unleashed”-type 
festivals in the future, possibly running 
something similar intermittently with 
full productions.
 “We managed to get all the playwrights 
to town,” Tang said, so if you’d like 
to meet them or ask them questions 
about their work they’ll be available 
after the performances. “Unleashed” 
begins Oct. 30 and runs until Nov. 4. 
All of the performances will be held 
at the Theatre Off Jackson in Seattle. 
You can visit theatreoffjackson.org for 
more information regarding the specific 
schedule for “Unleashed.”
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